
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO OPTICAL PACKET
SWITCHED (OPS) NETWORKS

ch year, especially by
Internet users [1]. Among different networking mechanisms, optical networks can

king, various amounts

gher bandwidth than
conventional copper wires used extensively as the transmission medium. In addition,

ter. Moreover, signals
than copper wires. In this

chapter, an introduction is provided for optical networking, especially Optical Packet
Switched (OPS) networks. The OPS networking can solve the mismatch between
very high transmission capacity of WDM optical links and the processing power of
routers/switches [2].

1.1 Optical Fiber Technology

ments that carry data and
control signals in the form of light (i.e., optical signals). There are two common
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transmission. Single-
µm. Using single-

crease in the bit rates and distances between nodes. Using th
and it can operate at

bit rates of a few tens gigabits per second. However, the distance between regener-
dard Single-Mode Fiber

vide low dispersion and can be appropriate for long distances such as regional and
a relatively large

core diameter of about 50 to 62.5 µ
only suitable for short distances such as metro networks.

Whereas in electronic networks different multiplexing techniques such as Time
Division Multiplexing (TDM) and Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) are em-

th Division Multiplexing
(WDM) is used in optical networks as an effective technique to make use of the large

ions with huge bandwidth
demands. The technology of using multiple optical signals o
WDM. In WDM, several baseband-modulated channels are transmitted along a sin-

erent wavelength. The
most important components of any WDM system are optical transmitters, optical

dd drop multiplexers, WDM
multiplexers, and WDM demultiplexers. All-optical networks using WDM appear to

future core networks.
In WDM optical networks, data are carried on wavelengths. Consider that there

are W le to carry data
at different data rates such as B 2 5 Gbits/s, 10 Gbits/s, 40 Gbits/s, and even more.
The aggregate system has a capacity of W B, and therefore the amount of total

/s. Therefore, WDM
networks can be employed in Wide Area Networks (WANs) for the future backbone
networks of Internet. Nowadays, WDM primarily uses the 1.55-µm wavelength

he lowest in this region;
ion. In Dense Wavelength-

Division Multiplexing (DWDM), many wavelengths (say 160) are packed densely

rtant issues must
be considered: attenuation and dispersion. Attenuation is the optical signal loss when

y of different wavelengths
to travel with different speeds, which leads to pulse spreading [3].

ptical signal uses
(see Fig. 1.1) [4]. As can be observed, not all wavelengths are suitable for trans-
mission of an optical signal. Four principal windows of wavelength ranges with low

S-band (displayed with second window), C-band (displayed with third window), and
L-band (displayed with fourth window). Optical lasers deployed in optical commu-
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Figure 1.1: Attenuation versus wavelength curve [4]

nications typically operate at these bands. Note that in general, there are seven bands
standardized for the attenuation-wavelength curve [3, 5]:

850 nm: wavelength range 770 nm to 910 nm. This range was used i
generation of optical networks with opaque switches such as SONET/SDH and
gigabit Ethernet networks.

O-band (Original band) (known as 1310 nm): wavelength range 1260 nm to
1360 nm. This range is used for short range communications (say upstream
wavelength in PON). The O-band provides high attenuation of 0.5 db/km, but

E-band (Extended band): wavelength range 1360 nm to 1460 nm. This is the
ave reduced

attenuation in this range. This range is only suitable for short-range communi-
cations.

S-band (Short band): wavelength range 1460 nm to 1530 nm. This range is
used for short-range communications (say downstream wavelength in PON).

C-band (Conventional band) (known as 1550 nm): wavelength range 1530 nm
to 1565 nm. This range has the lowest attenuation and was used for early WDM
communications.

L-band (Long band): wavelength range 1565 nm to 1625 nm. This range pro-
vides low attenuation and is used for WDM communications.
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U-band (Ultra-long band): wavelength range 1625 nm to 1675 nm. This range
is used for WDM communications.

eading because of
the fact that various wavelengths travel at different speeds. When optical signals
spread too far, they overlap and cannot be correctly detected at the receiving end
of the network. Similar to attenuation, dispersion is a function of wavelength (see
Fig. 1.2). Since Standard Single-Mode Fibers (SSMF), displayed with dispersion

length 1310 nm, 1310 nm
transmitters are not subject to chromatic dispersion. On the other hand, at 1550 nm,
CWDM and DWDM transmissions over SSMF are affected by chromatic dispersion.
In short, SSMF provides high attenuation at 1310 nm compared with other bands, but
zero dispersion in this range, whereas it provides the lowest attenuation at 1550 nm,
but high dispersion at this range [4, 6].

In order to reduce the dispersion encountered by transmissions within the C-band
ped. Dispersion-

Shifted Fibers (DSF) provide a zero dispersion at 1550 nm (see Fig. 1.2). DSF with
low loss in the L-band range is suitable for DWDM applications. Although DSF
eliminates the dispersion problem for transmissions of single wavelengths at 1550
nm, it is still not appropriate for wavelength multiplexing applications since WDM
transmissions can be affected by another non-linear effect called four-wave mixing.
This has led to the development of Non-Zero Dispersion Shifted Fibers (NZDSF),
where the zero dispersion is shifted just outside the C-band, around 1510 nm. This
can limit the chromatic dispersion (as the zero dispersion remains close enough to

is optimized for
long-haul applications at 1550-nm range in terms of both attenuation and dispersion.
It is suitable for distances over 70 km. There are two types of NZDSF known as
( D)NZDSF (called negative NZDSF) and (+D)NZDSF (called positive NZDSF)
that can provide a negative and positive slope versus wavelength, respectively. Both

0 km in the C-band
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at data rate 10 Gbits/s. However, for 40 Gbits/s transmission rate, positive NZDSF
is recommended [3, 4, 6].

To reduce the dispersion problem and improve optical signal transmission, there
sated Fiber (DCF),

Dispersion-Flattened Compensated Fiber (DFCF), Dispersion-Slope Compensated
Fiber (DSCF), and Dispersion-Shift Compensated Fiber (DSCF) [6].

cause several kinds
of impairments for optical signals. This results in signal quality degradation in opti-

s must be used as essential
components in transmission systems and networks. The most common optical am-

ating in the C-band.
FAs can be used
ed in addition to

EDFA in many ultra-long-haul optical networks. The main advantage of an EDFA
nels. To support

cation stages [7, 8].

Figure 1.3: General optical network model

1.2 Why Optical Networks?

ch year [9]. The need
for high bandwidth and high data rate services are also increasing. Almost all com-
munication applications tend to change their networks to IP; even voice applications

f various Internet appli-
cations (such as video conferencing, real-time medical imaging, emergency services,
online gaming) continue to grows and this will consume more and more network
bandwidth [10, 11]. In addition, current bandwidth-limited networks mostly sup-
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on can be easily made for
bursty nature, and not

a uniform characteristic. Therefore, core networks in WANs are becoming bottle-
neck. It seems that the sole approach to overcome this huge demand and resolve
the bottleneck is to deploy optical networks. Thus, the optical networking is the key
technology for future communication networks.

The optical and electronic networks have essential differences in switching speed,
buffering architecture, and bandwidth granularity issues. In the optical domain,
switching speed is slower and building optical buffers is a more complex and a more
expensive issue than electronic networks. On the other hand, an optical network
can provide a higher bandwidth, a better signal quality, and a better security than an
electronic network. Considering these major differences, different architectures and
bandwidth management protocols must be used to utilize the huge bandwidth offered
by all-optical networks [6, 12].

Figure 1.4: Hierarchy of optical communications networks

As Fig. 1.4 shows, optical communications networks can be divided into switch-
ing and broadcasting networking similar to electronic networks. Some common
switching networks developed for data transmission over WANs are Optical Cir-
cuit Switching (OCS) networks [also called Wavelength Routed Networks (WRNs)],
Optical Packet Switching (OPS) networks, Optical Burst Switching (OBS) networks,
and Optical Flow Switching (OFS) networks. Similar to electronic domain in which
packet switching is the most granular method of switching, the most promising tech-
nique for optical core networks could be OPS due to its high throughput and very
good granularity and scalability. However, contention of optical packets in the core
network is the major problem in OPS networks. On the other hand, gigabit Ether-
net networks, broadcast and select networks, and Passive Optical Networks (PON)
are common broadcasting networks developed for Local Area Networks (LAN) that
broadcast data toward all destinations.
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1.3 Optical Networking Mechanisms

There are two common mechanisms to share the bandwidth in an optical network:
reservation-based and contention-based. Reservation-based mechanisms always re-
serve bandwidth in advance, say for a connection request, and are mostly suitable

n-based scheme can be
either centralized or distributed. In centralized, only one central module is respon-
sible for bandwidth provisioning, while a number of modules cooperate with each
other to reserve bandwidth in the distributed manner. On the other hand, contention-
based schemes perform no reservations and are appropriate for the networks with

m access technique
in order to access the network. Due to their lower complexity, they are easily

he reservation-based
schemes. Contention-based schemes may suffer from collision, whereas reservation-
based schemes may experience connection blocking.

An optical network is interconnected with a number of optical switches, each
called a core switch (see Fig. 1.3). One edge switch operating in the electronic
domain is connected to each optical switch. When an edge switch has the function

ngress switch. On the other
c from the optical

network, it is called egress switch.
The packets arriving at an ingress switch from legacy networks are called client

packets. In this book, a legacy network denotes any network in the electronic do-
main including an old network, an Ethernet network, a SONET/SDH network, and a
TCP/IP network. By buffering client packets in the electronic domain and forward-
ing them to the optical network, an edge switch provides interfacing between the
electronic legacy networks and the optical network. The architecture of an optical

n two adjacent nodes
odes could be either (a)

two optical switches or (b) an edge switch and an optical switch. On the other hand,
f

two adjacent nodes (i.e., 2 f

f W 16
f W is constant.

A core switch size is displayed with say N N, i.e., it has N input ports/links and N
output ports/links. Note that term input/output port is use

here each link has f
ports.

n reduce connection
oss in optical packet/burst

switching networking. In addition, the devices (such as dispersion compensator mod-
re more expensive
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gths [13–16]. For
two optical switches,

employed. Each
n and dispersion

slope are compensated by 12 km of Dispersion Compensating Fibers (DCF). Finally,

Core switches used in an optical network may have different sizes according to
the topology of the network. For example, at f 2, one core switch may need 6
input ports and 6 output ports, the other core switch may need 10 input ports and 10
output ports, and so on. However, an optical switch must have a size of N N, where
we have N 2x and x is an integer number. Therefore, some ports of the core switch
may be unused. These unused ports can be connected to the relevant edge switch in
order to reduce the receiver contention problem, i.e., to make an almost non-blocking
receiver (detailed in Chapter 3).

Figure 1.5: Link model in an optical network

Optical networks are categorized as all-optical (transparent) networks, opaque
networks, and translucent networks [17–19]:

Opaque Networks: Every optical switch, equipped with O/E/O (optical to elec-
tronic to optical) converters, converts an optical signal to the electronic domain,
processes or saves it in the electronic domain, and then regenerates and con-
verts it to the optical domain. In other words, opaque networks only apply

and switching are
carried out in the electronic domain. Electronic equipments used in O/E/O opti-
cal switches limit the data rate in opaque networks and high bandwidths cannot
be achieved in such networks.

Transparent Networks: An all-optical network uses a transparent optical sig-
nto the electronic

domain in its core switches, while it may process the header o
in the electronic domain. Note that transparent optical switches are not only
cheap but can also completely utilize the bandwidth offered by DWDM. Real-
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ches, and multiplex-
ers/demultiplexers.

Translucent Networks: In translucent optical networks, some optical switches
are transparent and some other are opaque with O/E/O capability in such a way
that a transmitted signal stays in optical domain in most of the core switches.

Different optical networking mechanisms have been proposed for managing net-
work bandwidth, where each mechanism is based on a switching technique. In the
following, a number of switching schemes used in synchronous (also called slotted)
and asynchronous (pure) optical networks are studied. A survey of optical switching
schemes can be easily found in [12, 20–24].

1.3.1 Asynchronous Optical Switching

In this section, different switching mechanisms introduced for asynchronous (pure)
optical switching, where wavelength channels are not time-slotted.

Figure 1.6: Light-path setup example in a WRN optical network

1.3.1.1 Optical Circuit Switching To transmit data in a Wavelength Routed Net-
work (WRN), the OCS mechanism (as a two-way reservation-based mechanism) is
used in which an optical connection, called light-path, must be set up between a
source–destination pair using a Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) tech-
nique prior to data transmission [25–30]. A light-path is setup on a wavelength

e entire bandwidth
on this light-path is used for a connection until its termination. Since light-path
setup is the most important operation to make a connection request between a pair of
nodes, its effective establishment should be taken into account. If an RWA algorithm
cannot establish a light-path due to lack of network resource, the relevant connec-
tion request will be blocked. For example, Fig. 1.6 shows a network in which four
light-paths have been set up: (1) a light-path from Edge Switch (ES) 1 to ES 4 on
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wavelength λ2 crossing core switches 1, 3, 4; (2) a light-path from ES 1 to ES 4 on
wavelength λ 1 passing through core switches 1, 2, 3, 4; (3) a light-path from ES 2
to ES 3 on wavelength λ 2 crossing core switches 2, 3; and (4) a light-path from ES
4 to ES 5 on wavelength λ 2 crossing core switches 4, 5.

uld follow two main
objectives in establishing these connections: (1) maximizing the number of estab-
lished connections when the number of wavelengths is limited and (2) minimizing
the number of wavelengths needed to set up the connections. U
[33], a connection request arrives based on a random process with a random holding
time, and therefore a light-path is established and then terminated after elapsing its
connection holding time. Therefore, RWA decisions should be made rapidly when

ent resources or un-
ght-path for a given

connection request, thus resulting in connection blocking. Therefore, the main objec-
at maximizes the

probability of establishing each connection request and at the same time attempt to
minimize the blocking probability for future connections. Obviously, it is impossible

(e.g., the shortest path or the shortest hop) between a pair of ingress and egress
switches. The shortest path/hop for each source–destination pair is calculated in an

This is the simplest
form of routing, but it may block a connection request if there is no feasible wave-

d-alternate routing, each
ingress switch maintains a routing table that includes an or

econd-shortest-path route,
the third-shortest-path route, and so on). The actual route for a connection can only

ute between a source–
destination pair can be used for a connection request provided that it has available
wavelength resources. Adaptive routing techniques increase the probability of estab-
lishing a connection by using networks state information. Under adaptive routing,
a routing decision is made dynamically based on the current wavelength usage in-

r the least-congested
t adaptive routing, a path

is selected that has the highest number of available wavelengths among other paths
because the links that have a small number of available wavelengths are considered
more congested [34].

velength assignment
algorithm should select an available wavelength that maximizes wavelength utiliza-
tion. There are a number of heuristic wavelength assignment approaches used in

length in numerical order, (2) the most used method that attempts to allocate the most
empts to allocate the least
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a wavelength on which the
for a connection request,

a wavelength is chosen that has the least free capacity remaining after accommodat-
ing the connection request), and (5) the random method that attempts to allocate a

wavelength assignment
is to minimize the number of wavelengths, whereas in dynamic

o minimize connection
blocking [25, 35].

Wavelength continuity is a problem in WRN networks, where a connection re-
quest may have to be rejected (i.e., blocked) even though a route is available for the
request because of non-availability of the same wavelength on all the links along the

d goes up, thus reducing
the performance of RWA. In summary, connection blocking is more likely to occur
under the following cases:

nformation about
future connections.

in the networks without Wavelength Converters (WCs) because of the wave-
length continuity constraint. A wavelength converter is a device that can convert
the wavelength of an incoming optical signal to another wavelength.

lack of available wavelengths in the network.

when the number of hops (path length) is high. In a large-diameter network, it

when the network global information is not used in routing.

when optical switches are not strictly non-blocking. Different architectures of
strictly non-blocking optical switches have been studied in [36] such as Clos
architecture, Cantor architecture, and so on. Note that a strictly non-blocking
switch is a sort of switching module in which an unused input port can always
be connected to an unused output port, without having to rearrange existing con-
nections inside the switch. It should be noted that a Clos switch becomes strictly

tching stages in an
N N N

m switches, each with size m k. There
are k switches in the intermediate stage, each with size N

m
N
m . Each of these k

tages. The third
stage uses N

m switches, each with size k m. A Clos switch becomes strictly
non-blocking if k 2 m 1 [37].

The wavelength continuity problem can be resolved using wavelength converters,
strictly non-blocking switches, and light-path rerouting. Using wavelength conver-
sion, a light-path may use several wavelengths along its path when traversing through

n of changing the physical
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path and/or the wavelength(s) of an established light-path. Rerouting is a viable and
cost-effective mechanism to improve the connection blocking performance [38, 39].

Bandwidth wastage and scalability issues are two drawbacks for OCS [20]. OCS
suffers from low channel utilization since a single connection may not employ the
whole bandwidth of a light-path. To resolve this drawback, grooming techniques are
used to highly utilize the bandwidth of a light-path [40]. In grooming, a number of
low bit rate connections are mixed and sent on a setup light-p
performs a two-layer routing to effectively pack low-rate connections onto high-rate
light-paths.

OCS networks perform two-way reservation for establishing a connection request
before data transmission. The network can be thought of as a two-plane architecture
consisting of a control plane and a data plane. One wavelength channel on each link
is used for exchanging control information. The actual data are transmitted in the
data plane.

There are two main signaling methods for light-path setup in WRN as centralized
RWA and distributed RWA. In distributed RWA signaling [41, 42], each network ele-
ment is in charge of light-path setup. Under distributed RWA, all connection requests
are processed at different network core switches and each core switch makes its de-
cision based on its available resources. In centralized RWA signaling [43], a central
network element reachable by all network core switches is in charge of establish-
ing all connection requests. The central element is aware of the complete network
topology, physical parameters, and resource availability, thus leading to better per-
formance results than the distributed RWA. However, the central element failure is
a big concern. The centralized RWA could be suitable for stat

n that must be man-
aged by the central element. Centralized RWA results in scalability and complexity

uch more popular
than centralized RWA. Distributed control can improve the scalability and reliability

suitable wavelength
on a given route R between source node S and destination node D as follows [28, 44],

velength from source
node S toward destination node D over a given physical path (i.e., no wavelength
conversion is used in these algorithms):

Forward Reservation Method (FRM): In FRM, node S reserves one of the
unused wavelengths over its ongoing link toward the next node. For wavelength
reservation, node S sends a message toward the next node over route R. The
node that receives this message repeats the process of reserving the selected
wavelength in other nodes until the message arrives at node D. If this reservation
is blocked due to the unavailability of the selected wavelength along route R,
node S will select another free wavelength and repeat the process.

Backward Reservation Method (BRM): For a given connection request, node
S initiates a wavelength set that contains all free wavelengths of its ongoing
link towards the next node over route R
set based on the intersection of the incoming wavelength set and the set of free
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at reaches node
D is the set that contains unused wavelengths over the whole path from S to

priate free
wavelength over route R
be blocked. After these processes, node D initiates the reservation process in a
backward manner towards node S.

Many studies on RWA have concentrated on establishing light-paths under the
assumption of an ideal physical layer. However, this assumption could only be suit-
able for opaque networks, where a signal is regenerated at each intermediate optical
switch. As an optical signal propagates along a light-path toward its destination in
a transparent wavelength-routed optical network, the signal quality degrades since
there is no conversion to the electronic domain and therefore no signal regeneration.
This in turn increases Bit Error Rate (BER) of the signal. However, high BER is
not acceptable by users. In addition, it is not acceptable if the establishment of a
light-path results in increasing the BER of other existing light-paths. Establishing
light-paths with low BER can reduce the number of retransmissions by high layers,
thus increasing network throughput. Therefore, the RWA techniques that consider
physical layer impairments for the establishment of a light-path, called Quality of
Transmission-Aware (QoT-aware) RWA, could be much more practical.

The following RWA surveys can be found in literature. A survey of pure RWA
techniques (without considering transmission impairments) can be found in [25].
The work in [45] has reviewed the techniques (including pre-emption, wavelength
management, and routing) that can be utilized for the differentiation of light-paths
in the RWA process. The RWA techniques suitable for translucent networks have
been reviewed in [46], where a translucent network employs electrical regenerators
at some intermediate nodes only when it needs to improve the signal quality. A
review on the management and control planes required for QoT-aware RWA tech-
niques has been provided in [32, 47]. The surveys in [32, 48, 49] have provided a

RWA algorithms in all-
optical networks. The surveys presented in [27, 32, 48] have studied in general
different topics related to optical networking and physical layer impairments, in-
cluding DWDM technology, physical layer impairments, optical components, ser-
vice level agreements, failure recovery, static impairment-aware RWA techniques,
impairment-aware control plane techniques, and some dynamic impairment-aware
RWA algorithms in both translucent and all-optical networks.

1.3.1.2 Optical Packet/Burst Switching
switching technique (as a contention-based mechanism) can obtain a higher channel

CS by two approaches as
discussed below [21, 50]. Comparison of OPS and OBS switching techniques can
be easily found in [23, 51, 52].

Asynchronous Optical Packet Switching (OPS): An OPS network could be
the promising network to employ the huge bandwidth provided
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Figure 1.7: An example for OBS operation

technology. In asynchronous OPS, client packets are converted from the elec-
tronic domain to the optical domain in ingress switches (called optical packets),
and then each optical packet is sent to the OPS network. An optical packet may
include a single client packet or a number of client packets. In this switching,
each optical packet is individually switched in a core network like its electronic
counterpart while keeping payload in the optical domain and processing the op-
tical packet header electronically [1, 2, 53]. Optical packets are switched to their
desired ports as they arrive at an OPS switching node and there is no require-
ment for synchronization stages. In asynchronous OPS, client packets can have
any size and thus are suitable for IP packets. Egress switches are the places
for converting optical packets to electronic domain and sending them toward

ry for both metro
and backbone networks [21]. The OPS is also compatible with bursty nature

work bandwidth
so that OPS needs less wavelengths and resources for handlin
compared with an OCS network.

Asynchronous Optical Burst Switching (OBS): This is a switching proto-
nularity than

OPS. An OBS network aggregates a number of client packets destined to a
given egress switch in a burst, sends a Burst Header (BH) on a control channel
for necessary resource reservation in the intermediate core switches along the
egress switch, waits for an offset time, and then transmits the burst over an ex-
isting data wavelength without waiting for an acknowledgment from the egress
switch. Each OBS core switch processes the BH and provides an output chan-
nel to forward the arriving burst while resolving the possible contention of the
burst. A data burst in OBS can involve client packets with various data rates.
A BH includes different information for the burst including its ingress switch
address, its egress switch address, the number of client packets aggregated in
the burst, the class of service for the client packets, the burst duration, the data
wavelength on which the burst will be transmitted, and so on. Figure 1.7 de-
picts an example for OBS operation in which client packets are assembled in
the ingress switch and dis-assembled in the egress switch. Since processing of
the BH takes some time in each intermediate OBS core switch, the header and
BH are getting closer to each other while they are at the egress switch. There-
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fore, the offset time must take into account the processing time of the BH in all
intermediate OBS core switches along the path to the egress switch.

Resource reservation in OBS can be implemented by two approaches. (1) In
one-way reservation (called Tell and Go (TAG) signaling protocol), a control
packet is transmitted by the ingress switch to allocate the necessary resources
for a data burst. Then, the data burst follows its control packet without waiting
for the reservation acknowledgment from the egress switch. This results in a

wever, the end-to-
end delay is minimized. This type of reservation is ideal for delay-sensitive
applications; and (2) In two-way reservation (called Tell and Wait (TAW) sig-
naling protocol), a control packet is sent over the path of the burst in order to
collect information on the availability of resources. At the egress switch, a re-
source assignment algorithm is executed. An acknowledgment packet is sent
back to the intermediate OBS switches to reserve the necessary resources. If
the reservation fails at an intermediate switch, a failure packet is sent to the
egress switch. If the reply packet reaches the ingress switch, the burst data are
transmitted. This eliminates the loss of data bursts, but it can also lead to high
end-to-end delay.

In an ingress switch, an optical burst is created by the packet aggregation tech-
nique. The ingress switch is responsible for aggregating the client packets com-
ing from legacy networks destined to a given egress switch into a burst. By
receiving a burst, the egress switch unpacks all the client packets in the burst
and then routes each packet individually toward its relevant destination. In each
ingress switch, there is a dedicated queue to each egress switch. Packet aggre-
gation can be either timer-based or threshold-based, or a combination of both
timer-based and threshold-based. In the timer-based aggregation technique, a
timer is started whenever a client packet arrives at the queue relevant to egress
switch i and this queue is empty. The aggregation algorithm waits for an aggre-
gation period and during this period, it collects all the client packets destined
to egress switch i. A burst is created when timeout happens at the end of the
aggregation period. On the other hand, in the threshold-based technique, when

rst can be formed.
s than the threshold

size. Finally, in combined timer-based and threshold-based, a burst is created
eout occurs. Note

that the timeout mechanism can limit the waiting time of packets in queues, but
at the expense of creating small-size bursts [56–58].

There are two mechanisms for aggregation of class-based tra
packets of the same class of service can only be aggregated in a burst [58, 59].
Second, client packets from different classes of service can be aggregated in a
burst (i.e., composite burst aggregation) [60]. Since the latter mechanism can
aggregate bursts sooner than the former, it can lead to smaller end-to-end packet
delay and burst loss rate than the former mechanism.
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re

1.3.2 Synchronous (Slotted) Optical Switching

e, the Optical Time
Division Multiplexing (OTDM) concept can be deployed in optical networks. Under
OTDM, many source–destination pairs can share the network bandwidth. However,

mitation of this switching.
synchronization issue at

the input ports of core switches [53, 61].

1.3.2.1 Optical Circuit Switching In slotted OCS (as a reservation-based mech-
anism) [62–64], the bandwidth of a wavelength is divided int

odically transmitted in pre-
allocated time slot(s) in each frame. The Routing and Wavelength Assignment prob-
lem in the wavelength-routed networks is changed to the Routing, Wavelength, and
Time-Slot Assignment problem in slotted OCS. Bandwidth is reserved for ingress
switches by intermediate core switches in the optical network.

1.3.2.2 Optical Packet/Burst Switching There are different approaches to de-
ploy the packet switching concept in slotted networks (as contention-based mecha-
nisms):

acket together with
a header makes an optical packet. Then, the optical packet is transmitted to
the OPS network at a time slot boundary. A large-size client packet must be
fragmented and transmitted in a number of time slots [2]. Optical packets are
synchronized before entering an OPS switching module using switching delay
lines. A slotted OPS network has a lower complexity in terms of switch control
than an asynchronous OPS network [21]. In addition, it has a higher throughput
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than asynchronous OPS due to a smaller contention rate in slotted OPS than in
asynchronous OPS [21]. This is similar to slotted ALOHA in which the vulner-
able period of packets is reduced, thus leading to a lower packet contention than
with pure ALOHA. The simplest technique to manage wavelengths in this tech-
nique could be based on round robin. Under this scheme, a pointer in an egress
switch points to the transmission wavelength to be used by the next incoming
client packet. After sending the client packet in a time slot, the pointer is incre-
mented by 1 modulo W , where W is the total number of wavelengths available
in an ingress switch. Slotted OPS has lower complexity of switch control and
lower optical Packet Loss Rate (PLR) than asynchronous OPS.

In slotted OPS, each time slot includes two time intervals. The optical packet
interval for transmitting optical packet payloads is denoted by ST ; and the time-
gap interval plus the header interval for transmitting header information is de-
noted by SO. Hence, time-slot size is equal to Sts ST SO.

ed in slotted OPS net-
works because they may cause some bandwidth degradations in slotted OPS.
For example, of the variable length IP packets, almost half of the packets are
40–44 bytes, almost 18% have the length of 1500 bytes, another 18% of pack-
ets are either 552 or 576 bytes, and a very small number of packets have a size
larger than 1500 bytes [66]. Hence, the variance of the IP packet sizes is very
high and choosing a time slot to carry 1500 bytes will result in a high band-
width wastage. On the other hand, using a time-slot size to carry say 40 bytes
requires not only a much faster optical switching speed, but also a faster pro-
cessing at core switches to process a large number of packet headers in a very
short time [21]. Clearly, this requirement will even be high when 40-Gbits/s or
higher transmission rates are used in OPS networks. This issue also leads to
the packet fragmentation problem that increases header complexity and induces
cost due to the reconstruction of received packets at egress switches. The other
problem with fragmentation is that when a part of an optical packet is dropped,
the whole optical packet will be useless. To resolve the problems of the conven-
tional slotted OPS network, one can use a relatively larger time slot in which a
number of client packets of any type and class can be aggregated within a time
slot before transmission to network.

start of each time
slot for all input links. This needs alignment and synchronization of all opti-
cal packets coming from input ports according to a local clock. The reason for
synchronization is due to the fact that different optical packets could arrive at
an OPS switch at different point of times because of different distance of phys-

sion. Optical packets
synchronization is the major disadvantage of slotted OPS.

In slotted OBS [67], each burst is divided into multiple time slots and trans-
ontrol wavelengths

carry burst header cells so that core switches along a path can set up a con-
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nection. This architecture may need optical buffers in core switches in order
to interchange time slots. The problem with the burst division is that the whole
burst can be blocked due to the blocking of a small part of the burst, thus leading

In Photonic Slot Routing (PSR) [68, 69], simultaneous slots (each slot may
carry a number of client packets) transmitted on distinct wavelengths are aggre-
gated in one photonic slot and routed through core switches. Since this tech-
nique does not require wavelength-selective optical switches, it is cost-effective.

width may not
e switched to a

applications in ring networks.

There is also a combined approach of asynchronous OPS and slotted OPS in
which the network operation is asynchronous while switches operate synchronously.
In this technique, the optical packets sent to the OPS network can have variable sizes
and can arrive at a core switch at any time. However, the switching module inside an
OPS switch begins to operate only in the start of time slots, where a time slot is the
duration of transmitting the smallest packets size (say 40 bytes in IP networks). Here,
large-size optical packets are transmitted in several consequent time slots. This ap-

makes easy contention
resolution in OPS switches [70].

Note that OBS and OPS could be two dominant techniques for future optical core
networks. Among the aforementioned switching schemes, OPS is not only scalable

nables it to support
different applications and services [71]. However, there are three implementation
limitations for OPS [21]: (1) its inability to save optical data in memory with ran-
dom access capability; (2) the lack of sophisticated processing in the optical domain,
while high processing power is a requirement in the optical switches due to the larger
amount of overhead; and (3) its requirement for fast switching speed (e.g., nanosec-
onds). For instance, in a slotted OPS with Bc 10 Gbits/s, consider ST 450 ns
and time gap SO 50 ns. In this example, one user packet of size 560 bytes can be
carried within a time slot as an optical packet. Therefore, an optical switch must be
able to perform header processing, contention resolution, and switching within 50 ns
of the time gap.

To resolve the second and the third problems, a number of client packets should
ansmitted to the network.

This approach allows one to use relatively larger optical packet sizes and larger time
gaps between optical packets (in slotted OPS), thus alleviating the need to use a very
fast optical switch. This clearly reduces the complexity of OPS switches due to the
lower number of entities per unit time to be processed [3]. For example, consider
ST 45 000 ns and SO 5000 ns in slotted OPS. A time slot in this case can carry
up to almost 56,000 bytes (usually more than one client packet). In addition, the
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time for header processing, contention resolution, and switching increases to 5000
ns compared with 50 ns in the previous example.

1.4 Overview of OPS Networking

In the following, different aspects of OPS networks are detailed. Enabling technolo-
gies for OPS have been discussed in [65]. Generally speaking, an OPS core network

ical packets between two edge
switches. Each edge switch is in charge of collecting client

rks.
OPS can be used in both connection-oriented and connectionless networks. In a

connectionless OPS network, an optical packet can be routed toward its destination
without path limitation through any path that an OPS switch decides. In connection-
oriented OPS, each optical packet should follow the path determined in connection
setup phase (i.e., virtual circuit). Each connection has a unique ID, and optical pack-
ets of that connection are switched in OPS switches based on this ID.

1.4.1 Network Topologies for OPS

An OPS networking was originally designed for regional/long-haul networks. How-
ever, nowadays, OPS is even desired for metro networks in ord
network resources for the following reasons [21]:

A metro network should be able to provide more capacity to cope not only with
the ever-increasing bandwidth demands of novel applications but also with the
unexpected future demand growth [72, 73]. The simple reason for the huge

iber-To-The
Home (FTTH) technologies in access networks [73].

A metro network must provide different Quality of Service (QoS) levels for new
applications, mostly based on the Internet.

A metro network must provide agility in order to deploy bandw
ys is Internet

Thus, all-optical packet-switched networks appear to be the sole approach to pro-
vide such capacity and agility. The general OPS network model has mesh topology
similar to what is displayed in Fig. 1.3, suitable for regional/long-haul networks.
However, for metro networks, star and ring topologies can al
and disadvantages of star topology over ring topology in metro networks have been
stated in [74].

The metro architectures based on star topology could be based on three architec-
tures:
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Passive Broadcast-and-Select Star Couplers: Although networks using pas-
sive star couplers have zero power consumption [26], they have three problems:
(1) wavelength reuse problem [26], in which a wavelength cannot be used by
several connections like in WRNs; (2) need for a large number of wavelengths

rom power loss prob-
lem due to splitting loss [26, 76, 77].

Central Passive Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG): AWG can resolve the
cient network

architecture can be realized by using all wavelengths at all ports of an AWG
simultaneously [72]. However, AWG acts like a static wavelength router. In
AWG, an incoming to outgoing route is determined statically, where the routing
pattern is a function of the incoming wavelength and input port [72]. In addi-
tion, the maximum number of wavelengths that can be used in the network is a
function of the number of input ports of an AWG [74, 78].

Wavelength-Selective Cross-Connect Optical Switches (Known as Active
Switches): An active switch with the wavelength switching capability can dy-
namically switch each incoming wavelength from any input port to any output
port. Obviously, an active switch can provide additional degree of freedom to

posed to an AWG,
the total number of wavelength channels to be used in the network based on an
active switch is independent of the number of input ports of the switch and is
easily scalable. This gives another freedom in designing a metro network based
on an active switch. Therefore, by using an active switch, a m

tches, an OPS net-
ng passive

switches due to the spatial wavelength reuse and splitting loss problems in pas-
sive components. Note that a power source must be present for controlling an
active switch [74, 79–87].

The advantages of star topology in a metro network are: (1) simplicity in routing
(3) design simplicity, (4)

good scalability as the network size grows physically since it is easy to add an edge
switch to a star, (5) easy synchronization required in slotted OPS networks, and (6)
reduced switch crosstalk because of having only one core switch along a transmission
path compared to ring and mesh topologies [79, 88]. The main disadvantage of the
single-hop network is its core switch failure. To provide robustness in a star network,
the overlaid star topology (see Section 6.1.1) with a number of overlaid core switches
can be used, where every edge switch is connected to each one of the core switches.
Using this architecture, an edge switch can easily reroute i
when a core switch fails. The bandwidth sharing mechanisms proposed for single-
hop overlaid OPS networks will be detailed in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.1.3).

Different architectures have been proposed for metro networks based on the ring
topology, e.g., [74, 89, 90], where optical packets are routed over a WDM ring net-
work. Here, Media Access Control (MAC) protocols are proposed to enable the OPS
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switches on the WDM ring to share the bandwidth of the network while preventing
optical packet collisions. These protocols will be detailed in Chapter 6.

Figure 1.9: General OPS switch architecture

1.4.2 Core Switch Architecture in OPS Networks

An overview on the operation of OPS networks is discussed in this section. Fig-
e with N input ports and

N output ports (i.e., an N*N OPS switch) and also shows W wavelength channels
ts as N demultiplexers,
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Figure 1.10: An example for switching module in an OPS core switch at N 3 f 2, and W 4

an input interface, a switching module, an output interface, N multiplexers, opti-
cal buffers for delaying optical packets, and an electronic control unit. It should be
mentioned that some efforts have been made to design the control unit in the optical
domain [91]. The control unit keeps a routing table based on the shortest path mech-
anism in order to route optical packets destined to a given egress switch through the
output links. In an OPS switch, the switching module includes a number of non-
blocking wavelength-selective cross-connect optical switches. Here, it is considered
that the control unit processes headers in the electronic domain. On the other hand,
some efforts have been made to process an optical packet header in the optical do-
main [91–94]. An OPS switch will be referred to as a core switch from now on. On

PS core switch architec-
ture with N f input ports and N f output ports (i.e., an (N f )*(N f ) OPS core
switch), along with W ent
components such as N f demultiplexers, an input interface, a switching module,
an output interface, N f multiplexers, optical buffers for delaying optical packets,
and an electronic control unit.

Each demultiplexer separates W
terface detects the start and end of an optical packet header and payload (of at most
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N W t N f W optical
er to the electronic domain,

and sends the extracted header for further processing to the electronic control unit.
sion of input wavelengths

could also be carried out in the input interface, if necessary. For example, in slot-
ted OPS, synchronization of optical packets to the beginning of time slots should

f optical packets can be
ers can be used inside

the core switch in order to compensate the internal loss of the core switch and the
nk and the core switch

[7, 95].

Figure 1.11: Synchronization unit for an input link of a mult

For proper operation of transmission and reception of optical packets in slotted
en any pair of

switches (edge-to-core or core-to-core) must be an integer number of time slot du-
ration (i.e., Sts ST SO

an integer number of time slot duration. In addition, the arrival of optical packets
or control information at the core switches may be misaligned with each other due
to the chromatic dispersion of different wavelengths, accumulative jitter of different
paths inside optical switch fabrics, temperature variatio

. To provide synchronous
ynchronizing unit at

each input port of any core switch in order to synchronize the incoming optical pack-
ets boundaries to the local timing reference. Figure 1.8 sho
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OPS switch architecture with f
tion modules are used to align optical packets to the beginning of time slots. This

lay lines with feedback
control of the delays being provided through the system controller. Note that each
core switch is operating with a reference to its own internal clock that can be derived
from a network synchronization signal distributed throughout the network. Consid-
ering time-slot length of Sts, Fig. 1.11 illustrates the synchronization block diagram
in an OPS switch in which there are f W synchronization modules. Each synchro-
nization module for an input link include m 1 switching elements, where each 2 2
switching element can be set either in bar state or in cross state. By controlling the

e different delays starting

from at least 0 to at most
m

∑
j 1

Sts
2 j for each wavelength channel [53, 65, 96–98].

The control unit processes the header of an optical packet to obtain the informa-
tion about source and destination edge switches, and then it searches its switching

cal packet. Then, it sends
control signals to the switching module for appropriately c
the control unit decides which optical packet should be switched to which output

n is one of the most im-
portant responsibilities of the core switch. Contention happens when several optical

velength channel
at the same time.

The switching module is a wavelength-selective optical switch. This module in
W optical switching fabrics, where each switch-

ing fabric is used for switching a wavelength channel. Note that each switching
fabric is a strictly non-blocking N*N
each switching fabric is a strictly non-blocking (N f )*(N f ) optical switch. The
switching module may use different contention resolution schemes (like wavelength
conversion and optical buffering) for resolving the contention of optical packets that

at the same time.
ed on Fiber Delay Lines

(FDLs) that are used for two purposes: delaying optical packets headers for con-
tention resolution purposes and waiting for packet header processing. This switch
module may also use Tunable Wavelength Converters (TWC) and other techniques
for contention resolution. Figure 1.10 displays an example for switching module in

N 3 input links and N 3 output links, f
per link, and W
observed, four 6*6 optical switch fabrics are used in the switching module, one opti-
cal switch fabric for each wavelength channel. Each optical switch fabric is a strictly
non-blocking switch. A strictly non-blocking switch can be built with different ar-
chitectures such as Clos architecture, cross-bar architecture, Cantor architecture, and
so on [36]. The important factor for an optical switching fab
speed which must be on the order of nanoseconds for OPS. The speed of switching
fabric based on the Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology is on
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the order of milliseconds, which is not appropriate for OPS. The Semiconductor Op-
NbO3) technologies are

promising for OPS switching fabrics. SOAs have a switching speed on the order of
a few nanoseconds and can be integrated to large scales, but they add some noises
to optical signals. The LiNbO3 switching fabrics have sub-nanosecond switching
times, but with high insertion loss, thus limiting their integration scalability for only
medium-scale optical switching fabrics. Other important factors for a switching fab-
ric could be: scalability to large port numbers, ease of manufacturing, low cost,
temperature independence, and being strictly non-blocking [21, 65].

After switching of an optical packet, the output interface attaches the updated
header to the packet payload. The output interface can also perform signal ampli-

s and resynchronize the
optical packet to the time slots in slotted OPS. Wavelength conversion is another re-
sponsibility of the output interface. Finally, multiplexers at the output side combine

It should be mentioned that different architectures have been proposed for OPS
switches. The detailed architectures will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.4.3 Edge Switch Architecture in OPS

An important issue in an OPS network is to provide network acc
from/delivering to legacy networks. As Fig. 1.12 depicts, an edge switch is used to
isolate the optical domain of the OPS switch from the electronic domain of G legacy
networks. An edge switch has two main functionalities. As an ingress switch, it

G
the same egress switch in the same buffer, schedules them, converts them to optical
packets, and then transmits the optical packets to the OPS core network. As an egress
switch, it receives optical packets from the OPS core network, converts them to the

gacy network in the same
buffer, and then delivers the electronic packets to the G legacy networks. Borrowing
from [99], a ”torrent e
egress switch in an ingress switch. Therefore, Torrent-i
i.

ere are f
each connection link. The OPS switch has N f input ports and N f output ports,
where each set of f input/output ports is called a link. Among these links, there are
N 1 transit links (i.e., with N 1 f
and one link (i.e., with f
network, the edge switch is connected to the OPS switch with f
and with f W wavelengths provided

OPS switch. In this case, the edge switch should use f W
and f W annel is BC

in bps.
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twork

In its simplest form, as Fig. 1.12 shows, an ingress switch contains one electronic
buffer dedicated to each egress switch; n 1 buffers for the OPS network with n
OPS switches. When a client packet destined to a given egress switch arrives at
an ingress switch, it is saved in the relevant egress switch FCFS (First-Come-First-
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Served) buffer. There is a packet scheduler unit that schedules client packets from
the buffers, converts each client packet to an optical packet, adds a header to the
optical packet, and then sends the optical packet to the OPS network on an available
wavelength channel immediately (in asynchronous OPS) or at time slot boundary (in
slotted OPS).

emented using differenti-
ation buffers in an ingress switch. The network consists of M

M 3 for EF, AF, and
BE according to the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) model). Note that there are

ding (EF) [100], Assured
Forwarding (AF) [101], and Best Effort (BE). In this case, for a network supporting
M classes of service, M buffers are used for each egress switch; M n 1 buffers
for the OPS network with n nodes. There is a QoS-based packet scheduler unit that
schedules client packets from the class-based buffers, creates optical packets, and
then transmits them to the network on available wavelengths.

As stated, an ingress switch can immediately send an arriving packet to the OPS

n mechanisms proposed

tention in an OPS network:

c networks [102,
103].

The second mechanism aggregates a number of client packets in an optical
4, 105], thus im-

proving the network performance. This approach can be used in both single-

1.4.4 Signaling in OPS

In OPS, electronic control logic units are distributed in control units of OPS switches
in order to process the header of each optical packet and route the optical packet
toward its egress switch. Payload of an optical packet can contain one or more upper
layer client packets, e.g., IP packets. It should be mentioned that the header of an

intermediate OPS
core switches after switching the optical packet. A header of an optical packet may

Synchronization bits

Ingress switch address generating the optical packet

Egress switch address used for routing the optical packet in an OPS core net-
work
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Figure 1.13: OPS signaling: (a) subcarrier multiplexing, (b) serial transmission, (c) separate wavelength, (d) header
stripping

Figure 1.14: Aggregated header for three data wavelength channels

iority for implement-
ing QoS

Packet sequence number to identify out-of-order or duplicated optical packets
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Number of client packets aggregated in the payload of the optical packet

Fragmentation information for managing fragmented client packets in a number
of optical packets

Source routing information when the optical packet carries its route map

There are some time gaps (called guard bands) between the header and payload of
an optical packet. Guard bands are used for waiting time of header processing in the
electronic domain and for de-jittering of payloads. Different techniques have been
proposed for transmitting data payload and header of an optical packet in an OPS
network as follows:

Subcarrier Multiplexing: In this approach (see Fig. 1.13a), an optical packet
header (low-bandwidth) is placed on a subcarrier above the baseband frequen-
cies occupied by the optical packet payload (high-bandwidth), and both are sent
within the same time slot. In this technique, an optical packet includes only one
client packet. Using this technique, header processing can take up to the en-
tire data payload transmission time. However, by increasing the payload data
rate, the baseband will expand and it might overlap with the header subcarrier
frequency [21].

Serial Transmission: In this simple technique (see Fig. 1.13b), before trans-
mission of the data payload of an optical packet (that includes only one client
packet), its header is sent serially on the same wavelength. There is a guard
time between the header and the data payload to allow for the removal and the
reinsertion of the new header at intermediate OPS switches [21].

Separate Wavelength: Since in this approach (see Fig. 1.13c) the header and
the payload of an optical packet (that carries only one client packet) are sent
on two separate wavelength channels at the same time, extracting the header at
the inputs of OPS switches is simpler than previous methods. There are two
disadvantages for this method: crosstalk and dispersion. To compensate the
dispersion effect on the delay, each intermediate OPS switch should realign the
header and the payload [21].

Header Stripping: In this approach (see Fig. 1.13d), optical packets are in-
jected in an OPS network with a wavelength-striped packet format [106–108].

quality of service,
ingress switch address, and egress switch address) are separately encoded on

gmented and dis-
tributed over the rest of the available wavelengths. Each payload segment is
modulated simultaneously at a high data rate (say at 40 Gbits/s per wavelength)
to yield a high aggregate message bandwidth. The wavelength-striped optical
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packets are routed at each OPS switch altogether. Note that in this technique,
an optical packet carries only one client packet. In this case, each OPS switch
must be a simple optical cross-connect switch without wavelength selection ca-
pability that transparently switches the whole optical packet from an input port
to an output port. In the wavelength-striped OPS, wavelength conversion is no
longer an appropriate contention resolution scheme in OPS core switches.

Aggregated Header: This approach is suitable for synchronized OPS networks
(see Fig. 1.14) [104], where there is one dedicated control wavelength channel
and W wo parts:
(1) optical packet interval for transmitting optical packet payloads (with dura-
tion ST r interval for
transmitting header information (with duration SO, called slot offset). Note that
a time slot interval is Sts ST SO.

For all W optical packets transmitted on W
within a time slot, an aggregated header is sent over the control channel dur-

uch as ingress/egress
switch addresses) for each optical packet. It can be observed that there is a time
gap between the transmission of a header and the transmission of relevant op-
tical packets within a time slot. Note that in this technique, an optical packet
may include an integer number of client packets. It should be mentioned that
time slots are larger in this technique than the conventional synchronized OPS
networks that use the serial transmission technique [104]. Figure 1.14 shows
the information carried in the header for the optical packets sent within time
slot m, where no optical packet is transmitted on wavelength λ1.

Slot offset SO should consist of a guard time to allow for timing uncertainties
(Tguard), a processing time (Tproc), and a switching time (Tsw) at a core switch.
The processing time during the SO interval consists of the time required to eval-
uate potential contention, to resolve the contention, to make a new aggregated

arriving opti-
cal packets toward their desired egress switches. Therefore, we should have
SO Tguard Tproc Tsw. For instance, if we need Tguard 100 ns, Tproc 700
ns, and Tsw 400 ns, then we should have SO 1200 ns.

Note that ST must be chosen in such a way that the bandwidth wastage is min-
imized. In general, two bandwidth overheads can be found in slotted OPS net-
works: (1) slot-offset overhead of O1

SO
Sts

and (2) client packet aggregation

overhead of O2
BC ST mod La

BC Sts
, where BC is wavelength channel in bps, La is

average length of client packets, and x mod y is the remainder of x divided by
y. The second overhead occurs when a number of client packets can be carried
in an optical packet within a time slot. For example, consider a slotted OPS
network with wavelength channel bandwidth BC 40 Gbits/sec and average
client packet size La 5200 bits. For example, if one requires SO 1 µs and
wants at most 10% bandwidth overhead, then we should have O1 O2 0 1.
Hence, we obtain 36 000 40 000 ST mod 5200 4000 ST 0. One
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ST 9 11 µs, ST 9 24
µs, and so on. However, choosing a large value for ST would increase queuing
delay in ingress switches because of high optical packet inter-departure times.
Therefore, to have both a desirable bandwidth overhead and small queuing de-
lay in ingress switches, one should select a smaller value for ST from the list of
answers.

1.4.5 Contention Problem in OPS

Packet loss in an electronic switch is mainly due to buffer ov
that makes the packet corrupted. Although OPS networks are promising networks
for future optical core networks, they still encounter some problems. In OPS net-
works, an OPS switch works in cut-through mode, and there is mainly no RAM in
the switch, and therefore optical packets cannot be saved in buffers like the elec-
tronic networks. Hence, the most important problem could be contention of optical
packets.

In OPS networks, there is no collaboration among ingress switches for packet
out any coordination

among transmitters. Assume that a number of optical packets arrive at an OPS
switch, where they all must be switched to the same desired output port. Contention

re than one optical
avelength at the

same time, thus damaging contending all optical packets. On the other hand, in a
f optical packets should

he same time. In
any architecture, some of the contending optical packets will go through, while oth-
ers should be dropped.

The contention problem is different in slotted and asynchronous OPS networks.
As stated, optical packets only arrive at an OPS switch at the start of time slots
in slotted OPS; therefore, contention could only happen at the starts of time slots.
On the other hand, in asynchronous OPS, optical packets can arrive at any time;
therefore, contention occurs when the desired wavelength o
occupied. This is why the probability of contention in asynchronous OPS is higher
than slotted OPS. Note that, compared with asynchronous OPS, slotted operation can
reduce the vulnerable period of information contention and
[21]. Another sort of contention happens at an egress switch in which the number
of optical receivers at the egress switch is less than the number of received optical
packets [109].

When contention happens in an OPS switch and there is no contention resolution
mechanism, only one of the contending optical packets in a si
and f n only be switched
successfully to the desired output link, and the remaining contending optical packets
must be dropped. This clearly increases PLR in OPS and reduces network through-
put. Therefore, contention resolution mechanisms should be implemented in each
OPS switch in order to decrease PLR.
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Note that the same contention problem happens on an output port of an electronic
switch in an electronic network (or even an opaque switch in an opaque optical net-
work in which optical packets are converted to electronic packets in switches). The
contention in this case is simply resolved by buffering all contending electronic pack-
ets in electronic queues located at the output port and then scheduling them on the
output port. However, there is no optical queue in the optical domain, and optical
packets cannot be stored like electronic packets.

In general, contention is the major problem for an OPS network. To deal with the
contention problem, resolution and avoidance are two common schemes. Contention
resolution schemes (as reactive schemes) resolve arisen collisions in OPS switches.
On the other hand, the contention avoidance schemes (as proactive schemes) send
optical packets in ingress switches in such a way to reduce the number of collision
events in OPS switches. Due to the bursty nature of the Intern
tention resolution schemes may not be effective to maintain a reasonable network

ion avoidance schemes
, thus reducing the

ge of operations such as

switches, even packet transmission, and so on, which will be detailed in Chapter 2.
On the other hand, contention resolution schemes (detailed in Chapter 3) try to

resolve an occurred contention in an OPS switch. There are two main approaches to
, received optical packets

e., opaque networks),
and then the OPS switch switches them as in electronic networks. However, this can
be a bottleneck because of limited speed and high cost of O/E/O converters [110].
The second approach keeps optical packets in the optical domain (i.e., transparent
network). When contention happens in a transparent network, an OPS switch uses
some approaches to resolve the contention by changing space
routing), switching time (using optical buffers), retransmission, converting wave-
length (using wavelength converters), or a combination of them.

It seems that the contention avoidance schemes are mostly cheaper than the con-
tention resolution schemes since most of the avoidance schemes are software level

e without using wave-
length converters inside any OPS switch could also be cheape
OPS when using wavelength converters in OPS switches. In addition, devices such

of wavelengths is
mber of wavelengths
of wavelength chan-

mber of wavelengths

asynchronous OPS
he lowest PLR when using

FDL buffering in OPS switches. On the other hand, variable-size optical packets
yield the smallest PLR when the arrival process is bursty and there is no FDL buffer
in OPS switches.
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1.4.6 Quality of Service (QoS) in OPS

ions [112]. Based on
he main objective of QoS

provisioning in networks. QoS can be categorized from two points of views [113]:

QoS Experienced by End Users: End user perception of QoS denotes how the
quality of a particular service is received from the network. This necessitates
bandwidth guarantee, minimum delay, small PLR, and controlled jitter.

QoS from the Network Point of View: Network’s perception of QoS denotes
ciently utilized by

end users.

Since implementing QoS is complicated, some may believe that QoS is not needed
because OPS bandwidth will be high enough to provide good QoS for all applica-

omponents in order to
though an OPS network

can provide high bandwidth, it must also improve the parameters that affect the net-
work QoS in order to fully utilize the network bandwidth. OPS networks should be
QoS-capable in order to support a variety of services and tra
voice, video, and multimedia streaming) generated by the applications with very dif-
ferent requirements of network performance or QoS such as in the Internet. This is
because a variety of real-time applications (such as video on demand, voice over IP,
Internet Protocol TV (IPTV), video conferencing) with different QoS requirements
are executed in the Internet domain nowadays. This results in providing QoS sup-
port to (a) the large variety of service requirements and (b) the requirement to carry

works [113–116].

1.4.6.1 QoS Metrics Different QoS metrics can be stated for satisfaction of net-
work users:

Network Reliability: Reliability shows the probability that a network com-
ponent will continue to perform its desired function under a given operating
conditions over a predetermined period of time [117]. Different performance
metrics include:

– Network failure rate: This is the reverse of Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)
[117].

– Network repair rate: This is the reverse of Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
[117].

Network Security: This metric is relevant to the strength of cryptographic al-
gorithms for hiding information and integrity of information.

Network Performance: Important performance metrics in an OPS network
include:
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– Throughput: The throughput metric is a measure of the number of pack-
ets that a network can successfully deliver. In practice, the throughput is
less than the network bandwidth because of protocols overhead and net-
work congestion. The throughput metric can be separately computed for

acket may carry
a number of client packets. The normalized throughput is the common per-
formance metric in an OPS network which is computed in a network with n
core switches (where one edge switch is connected to each core switch) by

T hroughput L

n
∑

i 1
Ndlv i

n
∑

i 1
Nsent i

(1.1)

where Ndlv i is the number of packets successfully delivered in egress switch
i, Nsent i is the number of sent packets to the network by ingress switch i,
and L Clearly,
when the second term tends to 1.0 (i.e., almost all transmitted packets have
been successfully delivered), throughput will tend to traf L.

fully deliv-
volume v bits

successfully arrive at a destination within τ seconds, then throughput will
be v

τ bits/s.

– Fairness: Fairness determines whether network users or applications are
receiving a fair share of system resources. It is usually measured by the
Jain’s fairness index [118]:

J x1 x2 xm

m
∑

i 1
xi

2

m
m
∑

i 1
x2

i

(1.2)

where m is the number of users/applications and xi is the throughput or
bandwidth received by user/application i.

– Packet Loss Rate (PLR): The packet loss rate can be separately computed
an optical packet

may carry a number of client packets. When an optical packet carries only
one client packet, these two packet loss rates will be the same. Note that it is
common to consider the electronic buffers in ingress switches large enough

gress switches.
The general formula to compute PLR in a network with n core switches
(where one edge switch is connected to each core switch) is given by
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PLR

n
∑

i 1
Nloss i

n
∑

i 1
Nsent i

(1.3)

where Nloss i is the number of lost packets in core switch i and Nsent i is the
number of sent packets to the network by ingress switch i.

– Delay: An optical packet sent by an ingress switch experiences some delay
until it arrives at its destination. This delay performance can be stated in
two ways as queuing delay and end-to-end delay:

The queuing delay is due to the waiting time of a packet in an
electronic buffer of an edge switch and waiting time in the opti-
cal buffers of OPS core switches along the path to its destination.
Clearly, when there is no optical buffers used in core switches, the
queuing delay is limited to the waiting time in edge switches.
The end-to-end delay te2e for a given optical packet is composed of
four parts: (1) transmission delay time to push the optical packet
bits onto a wavelength in the ingress switch (ttx), (2) propagation
delay of the optical packet due to the speed of light on the links
along its path (tprop), (3) processing delay to process the header of
the optical packet and make switching module ready in all core
switches along its path (tproc), and (4) its queuing delay in the
ingress switch and all the core switches along its path (tqueu) as
stated above. In other words, we have

te2e ttx tprop tproc tqueu (1.4)

Taking average among end-to-end delays of all successfully de-
livered optical packets results in average end-to-end delay in the
network.

– Jitter: Jitter is computed from the end-to-end delay. This metric is the mea-
sure of variation of delay due to the fact that each packet in the network
travels through different paths, and therefore the end-to-end delay varies.
other reasons for creating jitter is network congestion and variable process-
ing times at intermediate switches. In general, there are two methods to
compute jitter. First, let di denote the end-to-end delay of packet i, and let
m tination.

Jitter E di 1 di

m 1
∑

i 1
di 1 di

m 1
(1.5)
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The second method to compute jitter is calculated by [120]

Jitter

m
∑

i 1
di d 2

m 1
(1.6)

where d 1
m

m
∑

i 1
di is average delay of m packets.

– Bit Error Rate (BER) and Q Factor: BER could be the most important
et. BER is used

to determine an optical packet signal quality. A transmitted optical packet
may fail to arrive at its destination (i.e., lost due to high BER) because of
signal degradation, packet corruption, faulty networking hardware, faulty
network drivers, and distance between the source and destination. The Q
factor is a good intermediate parameter for BER and Optical Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (OSNR). For example, BER 10 11 is equivalent to Q 6 7,
and BER 2 86 10 7 is equivalent to Q 5. This factor is obtained from
[7]

Q
Bo

Be

2 OSNR

1 1 4 OSNR
(1.7)

where Bo and Be are optical and electrical bandwidths, respectively. We
could have Bo

Be
10. The approximate relation between Q factor and BER

Q 3 [121]

BER
e Q2 2

2 π Q2 2
(1.8)

where e 2 71828 is the Euler’s number.

1.4.6.2 QoS Provisioning
ment. QoS provisioning in an OPS network can be divided into three categories.

1.4.6.2.1 QoS Improvement
mechanism that can improve the general performance of the ne
control and resource management mechanisms and provide predictable or guaran-
teed performance for delay, packet loss, jitter, fairness, reliability, and fault tolerance
parameters. A QoS improvement mechanism controls the allocation of network re-

erformance parameters
in order to satisfy their users. This is suitable for a networ
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of service in which all packets are treated equally. Applications like email and web
browsing that are non-interactive can be counted in this category [114].

1.4.6.2.2 QoS Differentiation There is no guarantee in PLR and delay perfor-
mance parameters in today’s Internet services since Internet offers only the best effort

c service, no guarantees
can be given to any packet regarding loss rate, delay, and jitter performance metrics

ever, when network re-
sources become inadequate, the network performance parameters will be degraded.
This will in turn degrade the QoS requirements for the real-t
having an optical OPS network to differentiate the optical packets generated by dif-
ferent network applications/users is a requirement in the near future.

Under QoS differentiation, the network must be able to differentiate between
e better service for the

d under two cases:

Differentiation Based on Application Traffic:
ations (such as video

conferencing and online gaming that need stringent operating requirements),
on-interactive or

semi-interactive applications (such as e-mail, web browsing). Since different
network applications need different levels of QoS, service differentiation should
also be considered for future optical networks.

Differentiation Based on User Traffic:
to ensure net-

work reliability in order to transmit their critical transactions. On the other
y home users only

that need cheap Internet access and can tolerate a lower service level [55].

In store-and-forward electronic routers and switches, buffers are easily used to
provide packet differentiation. However, this is not suitable for all-optical OPS net-
works due to the lack of optical buffers in OPS switches (i.e., either having a little or
no optical buffers). Therefore, there are interests in providing new approaches to pro-
vide service differentiation in all-optical OPS networks without using optical buffers
[122–124]. The QoS in OPS implies high throughput, low latency, and low packet

keep the order of optical
packets because optical packet reordering increases latency at egress switches.

A number of enhancements have been introduced to offer different levels of QoS
for IP networks. There are mainly two common methods for service differentiation
as IntServ [125] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [126]. IntServ can guarantee

all intermediate routers/switches in a network. On the other hand, DiffServ can guar-
ggregates. Since DiffServ

is more scalable than IntServ, optical networks use the DiffServ model for QoS pro-
visioning [59, 122, 123, 127]. Under DiffServ, edge switches classify, mark, drop,
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or shape client packets based on a Service Level Agreement (SLA) and prevent the
DiffServ network from malicious attacks. On the other hand, core nodes perform
high speed switching of differentiated packets and provide relative per-class QoS
differentiation by allocating more bandwidth, lower delay, or lower loss to one class

n DiffServ: Expedited
Forwarding (EF) [100], Assured Forwarding (AF) [101], and Best Effort (BE). The
EF service class is used for the applications that need low loss rate, low latency, low
jitter, and bandwidth guarantees, while AF offers different levels of forwarding as-

as BE without any QoS
guarantee [128, 129].

In addition to EF, AF, and BE classes in the DiffServ model, some researches use
general classes. In general, HP, MP, and LP denote high-priority, mid-priority, and

two or three classes, and therefore we will have HP, MP, and LP client packets in the
three-class scenario. If an optical packet carries one or more client packets from the
same class c, the class of that optical packet is also considered as c. For instance, an
optical packet carrying a number of LP client packets is called an LP optical packet.

The QoS provisioning can be grouped as either relative or absolute [130]:

In absolute (hard) QoS provisioning, QoS is guaranteed to ea
based on the rules stated in an SLA. Note that the SLA is a contract between a

warding classes,
level of service, and upper bounds on the values of network parameters (such
as delay or loss). In other words, the absolute QoS provides the worst-case
guarantee on the loss, delay, and bandwidth to applications, which is appropriate
for delay and loss sensitive applications such as multimedia and mission-critical
applications [131].

The relative (soft) QoS differentiation model can provide quantitative differ-
entiation between different service classes in such a way that a high-priority

other words, a high-priority optical packet should always obtain better service
(such as lower loss, lower delay, and lower jitter) than a low-priority optical
packet. It is clear that the amount of service received by a class depends on
the current network load in each class. The main advantage of relative service
differentiation over the absolute service differentiation is its simplicity and ease
of deployment [116, 132].

The relative service differentiation model has been improved to the proportional
differentiation QoS model in order to provide the network operators with quan-
titative QoS differentiation among service classes. With this QoS model, service

factors. The proportional differentiation model is more scalable than the rela-
qi to be the desired QoS metric for

class i si to be the differentiation factor for class i
is set by the network service provider. With M
should have [132]
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qi

q j

si

s j
(1.9)

for any class i j 1 2 M. For instance, assume q1 and q2 to be packet loss
rates of class 1 and class 2, respectively. In addition, consider that the network
service provider has set s1 2 and s2 3. Then, we should have q1

q2

2
3 ; i.e.,

packet loss rate of class 1 must be almost two-third of class 2. The proportional
differentiation model must be held for both long time and short time periods
since the long-term average is not quite meaningful under bu
this purpose, Eq. (1.9) is changed to the following equation [132]:

qi t t τ
q j t t τ

si

s j
(1.10)

where qi t t τ is the average QoS metric from time t to t τ . By this general
equation, the quality of differentiation between differen

tice, we cannot
expect the equality in Eq. (1.10), and some deviations must be allowed in this
equation as [132]

qi t t τ
q j t t τ

si

s j
∆ (1.11)

where ∆ is a deviation from the relation determined by si
s j

. By changing si

and s j accordingly, the differentiation between them can be controlled within
a bounded deviation. When τ

ation [132].

As stated, electronic networks can support class-based tra
Serv model. This model has three major classes (EF, AF, and BE) and a number of
sub-classes for AF (such as AF11, AF12, AF13, AF21, ...., AF33, AF41, AF42, and

ronic domain could
be high. On the other hand, the number of classes in the optical domain must be
kept as small as possible in order to reduce operational complexity of OPS switches
since complex scheduling algorithms for several classes of
cable in the optical domain because of the limitation of buffering in the this domain

in the optical domain,
ses, e.g., [83, 95, 104].

should be mapped to the
available classes in the optical domain using the method stated in [114].
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1.4.6.2.3 Quality of Transmission (QoT)-Based Scheduling Many OPS stud-
ies have assumed an ideal physical layer for transmission and switching of optical
packets. However, the ideal assumption is suitable for opaque networks. As an op-
tical packet propagates toward its destination in a transparent optical network, its
signal quality degrades and its BER increases due to attenuation, noise, dispersion,
crosstalk, jitter, and non-linear effects. This is because there is no signal regenera-
tion on the path. Note that increasing BER of an optical signal decreases OSNR in

t drop in an egress switch or
even in an intermediate OPS switch.

In the Quality of Transmission (QoT)-based scheduling mechanism, the network
can be detectable

at their egress switches. The QoT-based switching is different in OPS from OCS
networks. Many studies on wavelength-routed networks have considered a non-ideal
physical layer and provided complex models for evaluating different aspects of phys-
ical layer impairments for establishing a light-path since in these networks a light-

ing complex models
for evaluating physical layer impairments for each optical packet cannot be practical

, evaluating complex
models should be avoided in OPS. Instead, simple physical layer impairment models
or indirect physical layer impairment models should be used in OPS. In the former,
transmission impairments must be taken into account in switching of optical packets
towards their destinations. To do this, OPS switches must be aware of the signal
quality of an optical packet (i.e., QoT-aware OPS) and should not switch the optical
packet toward its egress node if it does not have enough quality to traverse its path.
In the latter, optical packets are routed through short-path or short-hop routes toward
their destinations. This indirectly takes into account the impairments.

There are three kinds of Physical Layer Impairments (PLIs):

Linear impairments (such as path loss, Chromatic Dispersion (CD) or Group
Velocity Dispersion (GVD), Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD), and inser-
tion loss) are the impairments that do not depend on signal power.

Nonlinear impairments (such as intra-channel Self-Phase Modulation (SPM),
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS), Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS),
inter-channel crosstalk originated from the non-linear in
spans of several signals co-propagating on different wavelengths such as inter-
channel Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) and inter-channel Four-Wave Mixing
(FWM) crosstalk between channels) are signal power dependent and may have
a time-varying property.

SE) noise and
intra-channel crosstalk (resulted from optical leaks in optical switches). Differ-
ent physical impairments increase the BER of an optical packet.

For a detailed description of the impairments, an interested reader is referred to
[6, 31, 32, 48, 136, 137].
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1.4.6.3 QoS Support by GMPLS In conventional IP networks, each switch/router
routes every packet toward its destination. However, there are some applications such
as video on demand, IP Television, and voice over IP that gene
destined to the same destination. In this case, the same routing must be repeated
for every packet at each router. By providing a connection-oriented communica-
tion between the source and destination of a real-time communication and using the
MPLS protocol, one can reduce the complexity of routing in routers/switches and
improve packet performance in the core of the networks. MPLS forwards data from

th labels rather than
long-length IP addresses. MPLS operates at layer 2.5 that lies between layer 2 (data
link layer) and layer 3 (network layer). Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) has been devel-
oped to generalize the MPLS concept in optical networks. Both MPLS and GMPLS
can provide QoS support in optical networks as discussed in the following.

1.4.6.3.1 MPLS Operation The MPLS maps IP routing into a type of link layer
connection referred to as Label Switching Path (LSP), which is actually a unidi-
rectional virtual circuit. In other words, an LSP is functionally an IP level route.
However, the individual packet forwarding is optimized since most of the packets
only follow the LSP at the link layer (i.e., switching) and do not need an IP level
routing operation. MPLS-aware routers are in fact routers/switches, each called a
Label Switching Router (LSR). A set of LSRs creates an MPLS domain [138].

MPLS can separately support various communication sessions between a given
source–destination pair. For this purpose, MPLS introduces the concept of Forward-
ing Equivalent Class (FEC), where an FEC is the set of all packets sharing the same

oupling FEC and LSP,

in the core network
to avoid congestion, provides QoS to end users, and optimizes the utilization of a
network resources [138, 139].

An LSP is created by distributing labels to routers/switches on the path. Label dis-
tribution can be performed by extension of routing protocols (such as Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)) or by the Resource Reser-
vation Protocol (RSVP). There is also a special protocol, called Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP), designed for this purpose in order to distribute labels between Label
Edge Routers (LERs) and LSRs [138].

An MPLS network includes a core with a number of LSRs and a number of Label
Edge Routers (LERs) at the edge of the network. Each LER consists of two parts:

ss router (for managing
s follows [139]:

MPLS Ingress Router: An ingress router can establish, modify, reroute, and
terminate LSPs by using IP signaling and routing protocols such as BGP and

y its label that is
formed by a sequence of LSRs.
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There are two messages used by RSVP to establish an LSP. The RSVP PATH
message is generated by the ingress router and is forwarded through the network
along the path of a LSP. At each hop, the PATH message checks the availability
of requested resources and stores this information. The RSVP RESERVATION
message is created by the egress router in the MPLS domain and
the reservation request that was sent earlier with the PATH message.

can be performed.
For an arriving IP packet, the ingress router determines its FEC, assigns it the
label of its relevant LSP, encapsulates it in an MPLS header and creates a labeled
IP packet (this process is called label pushing), and then sends the labeled IP
packet to the MPLS core router.

MPLS Core Router: An LSR does not examine IP header during forward-
ing. Instead, it forwards labeled IP packets according to the label swapping
paradigm, where the LSR maps particular input label/port of an arriving labeled
IP packet to a predetermined output label/port, which is provided during the
LSP setup. In other words, packets forwarding decisions in LSRs are made
solely based on their labels. An LSR may need to change the label of a labeled
IP packet before forwarding it to the next LSR.

MPLS Egress Router: An IP packet is restored from a labeled IP packet at the
end of LSP by egress router. This process is called label popping.

n of client packets
in ingress switches, the differentiated servicing of optical packets in OPS switches,

admission control and
ng hardware on the

arameters to guarantee
lay, jitter, and loss.

rt the performance
parameters and actual level of resource utilization at each core switch interface to
the MPLS controller. The controller can use this information on setting up the future
coming LSPs and improving the quality of the current LSP [6].

1.4.6.3.2 GMPLS Operation GMPLS is one of the key techniques to integrate IP
over WDM. It can manage different types of switchings other than packet switching.

hanisms such as
[138]:

Fiber-Switch-Capable (FSC) Switching: In space domain switching, data
r. For this, a

Waveband-Switch-Capable (WSC) Switching: In waveband domain switch-
ing, data are carried by an incoming waveband and are forwarded to an outgoing
waveband. For this, a label represents a single waveband wit
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Lambda-Switch-Capable (LSC) Switching: In wavelength domain switch-
ing, data are carried by an incoming wavelength channel and is forwarded to an
outgoing wavelength channel. For this, a label represents a single wavelength

Time-Division Multiplex (TDM) Capable Switching: In time domain switch-
ing, data are carried and switched in time slots. For this switching, a label
represents a set of time slots within a wavelength.

Packet-Switch-Capable (PSC) Switching: This is the original MPLS switch-
ing format where packets are switched based on their labels.

Since MPLS deals only with PSCs, there may be a number of LSPs on the same
ed on them. For non-

PSC LSPs in GMPLS, bandwidth allocation can be performed in discrete units with
far fewer choices and small number of LSPs. In optical networks, capacity of a wave-
length is too much and there are a number of wavelength on each
handling of huge number of LSPs at the PSC (or even TDM) level in GMPLS and
communicating labels for them are complicated issues. One approach to alleviate la-
bel communication is to use the LSP hierarchy function of MPLS in which a number
of hierarchical labels are assigned to a packet. In this hierarchy-label architecture
[138],

At the top level, there are FSC-LSPs so that each one can accommodate several
LSC-LSPs or WSC-LSPs.

At the next level, there are WSC-LSPs so that each one can group several LSC-
LSPs.

At the next level, an LSC-LSP can aggregate several TDM-LSPs.

At the lowest level, several PSC-LSPs can be grouped into a TDM-LSP.

In a GMPLS-enabled optical network, there are three types of service blocking
[140, 141]:

Routing Blocking (RB): blocking in the route computation phase when the
path cannot be found between a source–destination pair.

Forward Blocking (FB): blocking in the forward phase of RSVP (i.e., during
sending RSVP PATH messages) due to resource unavailability (say wavelength
unavailability) on the computed path links.

Backward Blocking (BB): blocking in the backward phase of RSVP due to out-
dated information or reservation collision, e.g., more than two RSVP RESER-
VATION messages concurrently attempt to reserve the same wavelength or part
of spectral segments in their common links.
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GMPLS can be used in connection-oriented OPS networks, where each optical
packet is labeled with a connection ID. In this case, a virtual connection must be
setup. Each OPS core switch must be able to switch the optical packets belonging
to the same connection through the path the connection passes. In GMPLS-based
WDM optical packet-switched networks, optical packets are forwarded and switched
in the optical domain, and the LSPs they follow are controlled and established by
GMPLS protocols. Different techniques proposed for label coding and detection in
optical packet headers under GMPLS have been analyzed and studied in [142].

A QoS routing algorithm in GMPLS can select a near-optimal path to meet the
pology and resource

usage information of both IP and WDM layers [114]. GMPLS can set up connections
that satisfy the QoS requirements of end users in terms of quality of transport level,
reliability, and other QoS-related constraints. In the following, there is a list of LSP
setup request examples made by an application generating hi
will create a high-priority FEC:

The application may request from GMPLS to set up an LSP on which packets
will experience low crosstalk. This is possible when the LSP passes through the
shortest hop path.

The application may request from GMPLS to set up an LSP on a reliable path.
This is possible when the LSP passes through the links with more protection

The application may request from GMPLS to set up an LSP in a balanced man-
on. This is possible

when the LSP passes through less-congested links.

The application may request from GMPLS to set up an LSP on which packets
will experience low delay. This is possible when the LSP passes through the
shortest distance path.

The application may request from GMPLS to set up an LSP on a secure path.
hat are more

secure and route a high-priority FEC LSP through those secure paths. Clearly,
a low-priority FEC LSP can be routed through a less-secure path.

1.5 Optical OFDM-Based Elastic Optical Networking (EON)

In Section 1.3, a number of optical networking mechanisms (such as OPS, OBS,
id optical networks

occupy the whole
capacity of a wavelength, even if the demand is less than the full wavelength ca-
pacity. Hence, the wavelength capacity may be wasted. The OB

s usually dynamic and
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n network resources
s over-provisioning in-
ne-granularity can save

network resources and use them better than a coarse-granularity optical network.

assign its existing resources to the demands becomes important. Therefore, a new
generation of optical networking called Elastic Optical Network (EON) has been

ording to the requested
amount of arriving demands, thus avoiding wasting of the resources.

The Optical Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OOFDM)-based EON
is studied in the following. As a new and promising network architecture, there are
a variety of issues that should be resolved in the OOFDM-based EON such as [143]:

lane technologies

enhancing current optical network standards

developing novel Bandwidth-Variable (BV) transponders and BV Cross Con-
nects (BV-WXCs)

hms

designing survivability mechanisms

1.5.1 OOFDM Modulation

works lies in the
FDM modulation

y, superior tolerance to
CD/PMD impairments, robustness against inter-carrier and inter-symbol interfer-
ence, scalability to ever-increasing data rates based on its subcarrier multiplexing
technology, and adaptability to channel conditions.

OOFDM is a method of encoding data on multiple carrier frequencies. OOFDM
is a type of FDM used as a multi-carrier modulation method. A large number of
closely spaced orthogonal subcarrier signals are used to ca
allel channels. Each subcarrier can be modulated with a conventional modulation
scheme at a low symbol rate while maintaining total data rate as the conventional
single carrier modulation scheme in the same bandwidth.

Since different frequency components of an optical pulse travel with different
speeds, the optical pulse is spread out after transmission (i.e., dispersion phenomenon).
Therefore, an OOFDM symbol with a large delay spread may cross its symbol
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boundary after traversing a long-distance, thus leading to interference with its neigh-
boring symbols (called Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI)). Moreover, OOFDM sym-
bols of different subcarriers are not aligned due to the delay spread, and therefore
the critical orthogonality condition for the subcarriers may be lost, resulting in an
Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) penalty [143].

Using OOFDM as a bandwidth-variable and highly spectrum-ef
h and super-wavelength

144, 145]. Unlike in WDM
networks where all wavelength channels must be separated by a guard band in the
frequency domain in order to prevent from interference, the subcarriers in EON can
partially overlap in the frequency because of their orthogonalities. A comprehensive
survey of OFDM-based optical high-speed transmission and networking technolo-
gies have been presented in [143].

Besides, EON can generate elastic optical paths (the paths with variable bit rates), use
bandwidth variable features, and divide available spectru

re than a wavelength
capacity, multiple channels can be grouped together to construct a super-channel. A
super-channel includes multiple very closely spaced channels which can transmit the
demand as a single entity. As a multi-carrier system, the OOFDM modulation tech-
nique used in optical networks distributes data on several low bit rate subcarriers.
The spectrum of orthogonally modulated neighbor subcarriers can overlap, thus in-

rve connections with
bcarriers according to the

connection demands [143, 146, 147].

Figure 1.15: An example for spectrum assignment [148]
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Figure 1.15 [148] illustrates an example for spectrum assig
ents with rates 10, 20, 25,

50, 100, and 300 Gbits/s arrive at an ingress switch. Assume data rate of wavelength
his case, the ingress
e three wavelengths

r transmitting 10 Gbits/s
tely assigned to different

spectrum bands and transmitted (called sub-wavelength tra
f subcarriers as a

directly accommodated in the spectrum using a smaller number of subcarriers, i.e.,

spectrum. Expansion and contraction of an elastic optical paths is one of the major
unique features in EON and some subcarriers should be used for expansion purposes
(i.e., variation bandwidth).

1.5.2 EON Components

In OOFDM networks, BV transponders and BV-WXCs are used to ge
in ingress switches and switch subcarriers in core nodes, respectively. To obtain

sponder generates an
ugh spectral resources

in terms of subcarriers with an appropriate modulation level. Hence, it can provide
, if a subcarrier can provide

bandwidth of b width of
r bits/s, then the BV transponder can only utilize r

b contiguous subcarriers [144].
In traditional WDM networks, all light-paths are assigned the same spectrum

width, regardless of the transmission distance of each light-path. This leads to an
tive spectrum allocation

concept can be used in OOFDM-based EON using adaptive modulation and band-
ncy and QoS for network

OOFDM such as the
M-PSK group [e.g., the BPSK (or 2-PSK) and the QPSK (or 4-PSK) groups] and
the M-QAM group (e.g., 4-QAM, 8-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM). A
low-level modulation format with wide spectrum is adapted for long-distance paths,
and a high-level modulation format with narrow spectrum can be used for short-
distance paths. For this purpose, an adaptive modulation technology can be used to
decide what modulation format to be used on which subcarrier under OOFDM ac-
cording to channel conditions such as reach and OSNR. Here, a subcarrier with high
OSNR should be loaded with a high-level modulation format (i.e., more bits loading
per symbol), while a low-OSNR subcarrier should use a low-level modulation format
(i.e., less bits loading per symbol). For example, let the capacity of a subcarrier using
one-bit-per-symbol BPSK modulation be b bit/s. Then, QPSK with 2 bits per symbol
provides a capacity of 2 b bit/s, and 64-QAM with 6 bits per symbol provides a
capacity of 6 b bit/s [143, 147].
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Figure 1.16: Bandwidth-variable WXC switch architecture [149]

rding to the
spectral width of the incoming optical signal. Figure 1.16 shows a 4 4 bandwidth-
variable WXC switch architecture that consists of splitters at its input side and Band-
width Variable Wavelength Selective Switches (BV-WSS) at its output side. The
main functions of an intermediate BV-WXC in EON are add-and-drop for local op-
tical signals, and switching/routing of transit optical signals. Splitters split incoming
spectrums and send them to appropriate BV-WSSs. A BV-WSS is based on a Recon-

of EON networks. The BV-WSSs can receive the spectrums and perform multiplex-
ing/demultiplexing and switching functions using integrated spatial optics. Liquid
crystal or MEMS-based BV-WSSs can be employed as switching elements to realize

frequency. The manage-
es to the setup paths, and

les according to the
information obtained from a forwarding table that includes the information of the
traversing paths. The information of the table is updated when either a connection is
established or terminated [143, 149].

rent subcarriers. For
ment is the contigu-

ous subcarriers allocated to a given connection demand) at input port 2 is delivered
on spectrum segment
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7 from input port 3 is switched to output port 1. It should be noted that switch-
ing in spectrum is possible if there is no overlapping (i.e., no collision) between the
switched segments in spectrum at the same output port. In Fig. 1.16, there is no
collision among the switched segments at output ports 1 and 3.

1.5.3 Routing and Spectrum Assignment in EON Networks

When a connection demand arrives between a given source–destination pair, the
OOFDM network should establish the connection using the Routing and Spectrum
Assignment/Allocation (RSA) technique, which can be divided into two subprob-
lems as routing and Spectrum Assignment (SA). There are different routing algo-
rithms and various SA mechanisms developed for RSA. The conventional routing

routing and K-shortest path routing) can be used for the OOFDM network as well.
the feasible path is

determined by the availability of common idle subcarriers along the shortest path.
signing subcarriers

to a connection as [149]:

Continuous Constraint: Under this constraint, the same subcarriers must be
used in all links of a path.

Contiguous Constraint: Under this constraint, the subcarriers must be con-
tiguous in the spectrum.

s to avoid spectrum
collision, say by randomly assignment of different spectrum segments to different
demands. The other issue is to avoid spectrum fragmentation and retain contiguous
spectrums as much as possible. There are some heuristic SA mechanisms used for
selecting the spectrum resources (i.e., subcarriers) for a given connection demand as
[150–152]:

First-Fit (FF)
segment in the spectrum and assigns the starting frequency of the connection to

F selects frequency
segments in the low-frequency domain and reduces the probability of spectrum

in FF as different
nodes may choose the same spectrum resource simultaneously, and this may
lead to connection blocking.

Random Spectrum (RS): The RS mechanism chooses the spectrum resource
and the left or right side of spectrum randomly. Compared with FF, the RS
tends to choose different resources, hence it can reduce the probability of spec-
trum collision. Obviously, RS splits the spectrum into more fragments, thus
increasing the routing blocking.
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Minimum Residual Spectrum (MR): The MR mechanism selects the segment
ith more contigu-

ous subcarriers are kept for future coming connection demands.

Adaptive Frequency Assignment-Collision Avoidance (AFA-CA): This mech-
anism minimizes the allocated frequency spectrum width in the network. The
main idea behind AFA-CA is to assign the contiguous subcarriers to requests
without happening any overlapping in contiguous spectrums.

Bandwidth in OOFDM networks can be provided for a connection demand by
3]:

Offline Bandwidth Provisioning
transmission rates of all connections, and the network should allocate paths and
spectrum resources in a way to both serve the connections and minimize the uti-
lized spectrum. However, no spectrum overlapping on any given link is allowed

n Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) problem that returns the optimum solution through
a combined routing and spectrum assignment. The ILP formula
optimum or near-optimum solutions for small EON networks. However, they
are not scalable to large networks [143, 151, 154–156].

For example, Balanced Load Spectrum Allocation (BLSA) provides routing
with balancing load within a network in order to minimize the maximum num-

performs routing and spectrum assignment according to a giv
The BLSA includes three steps as path generation that uses the k-shortest path
algorithm to generate k paths, path selection that selects the path based on load

llocation [156].

Online Bandwidth Provisioning: OOFDM provides bandwidth dynamically
n other words,

each BV transmitter can adaptively change its modulation/coding format to
riances. In this

case, OOFDM should assign a smaller or a larger number of subcarriers to the
However, the as-

signed subcarriers must be adjacent. Performance evaluation results show that
OOFDM networks can provide lower connection blocking than OCS networks
[141, 144, 149, 150, 157].

QoS issues should also be considered in RSA. QoS, as stated in Section 1.4.6.2,
can be provided in three ways. There are few works that have considered QoS
in RSA. In the following, RSA with QoS improvement, RSA considering QoS
differentiation, and RSA considering QoT-aware are reviewed:

– As stated in Section 1.4.6.3.2, backward blocking (collision) is an impor-
tant reason for blocking in GMPLS-enabled optical networks. The back-
ward collision would happen in EON more frequently than that in OCS net-
working. Therefore, a collision avoiding routing mechanism with maximum
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available spectrum allocation is proposed in [141], where the SA searches
for the spectrum segment with minimum collision possibility in order to re-
duce backward blocking. This issue can improve the network performance

links (i.e., load-
balancing), thus improving QoS.

– In allocating bandwidth, the network can pre-reserve r contiguous subcar-
riers for a connection demand to be established between a given source–
destination pair. The number of reserved subcarriers depends on different

, burstiness pa-
rameter, number of hops of the shortest-hop path, and quality of service
type of the connection demand. For Best Effort (BE) connection demands,
we usually have r 0, while for guaranteed high-priority connection de-
mands, we must have r 0. Therefore, there are two types of subcarriers:
pre-reserved (determined during connection setup) and shared (the subcar-
riers that can be allocated or deallocated to the connections according to

te of a high-priority
connection reduces and the number of required subcarriers m is less than
r, the pre-reserved subcarriers are not released. However, when m r, the
network should assign m r additional contiguous subcarriers to the con-
nection. However, considering both continuous and contiguous constraints,
this extension may not be possible, and therefore the extension of bandwidth
for the connection may be blocked. Now, assume that m r additional con-
tiguous subcarriers can be allocated to the connection, and after a while

e released, but the
network should always keep at least r subcarriers for the connection [144].

– The Quality of Transmission (QoT) can be taken into account in EON so
that RSA tries to assign paths with the least amount of Optical Signal-to-

on. In an EON,
when a new connection demand arrives, the proposed dynamic QoT-aware

common un-
occupied spectrum of each path with the appropriate modulation format.

aint in terms
y, it assigns

spectrum segment based on the allocated modulation level and requested bit
hich uniformly

ere is no path avail-
able in the path computation phase, the demand is blocked. If no path can
be chosen in the path selection phase, the blocking is because of the poor
QoT conditions [149].

The impairment-aware routing and subcarrier allocation (I
shortest feasible path, where the availability of free subcarriers along a path
determines the feasibility of the path by considering impairment levels and

venly across
ath that does
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not violate the QoT threshold, where maximum distance is considered as
the impairment constraint [152].

Figure 1.17: An example for connection establishment

Figure 1.17 displays an example for connection establishment under EON, where
m edge switch 1 (ES 1) to

ES 2 on spectrum segment 3, (2) one-hop connection from ES 4 to ES 5 on spectrum
segment 4, (3) one-hop connection from ES 2 to ES 3 on spectrum segment 5, (4)
two-hop connection from ES 2 to ES 4 on spectrum segment 1, and (5) two-hop
connection from ES 1 to ES 4 on spectrum segment 2. As can be observed, these
connections are similar to the setup light-paths depicted in Fig. 1.6, where a whole
wavelength channel is allocated to each light-path.

One important technique to have a successful RSA is fragmentation. It is possible
ction demand in avail-

able paths. One way to solve this problem is to fragment the demand into multiple
low-bit-rate demands and route them from separate paths [153].

1.5.4 IP over OOFDM

As studied in previous sections, OOFDM networks focus on connection-oriented
networks and can be a good replacement for OCS networks. The OFDM-based EON

oarser granularity
than OPS networks. Hence, it can be considered as a middle-term alternative to
the OPS technology. However, few works have considered packet-based networking
under OOFDM [157–161].

A programmable and adaptive IP over OOFDM network architecture and subcar-
rier resource assignment for IP/OOFDM network have been proposed in [157, 159,
160], where virtual links are set up between every ingress–egress switch pair to build
a virtual network topology among them. The virtual links are isolated from each
other using different OOFDM subcarriers on each physical link. According to traf-

changed adaptively by
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adjusting either the modulation format used on a subcarrier or the number of subcar-
riers. As stated in Section 1.5.2, an OOFDM network can use different modulation
formats on each subcarrier; therefore, different bandwidths can be provided for the

f BPSK doubles the sub-
carrier capacity). Backbone routers can periodically meas

adjustment decisions can be made. Performance evaluation results show that the
adaptive IP/OOFDM network can save up to 30% of receivers and up to 10% total
cost in comparison to an IP over TDM/WDM network [143, 159].

Figure 1.18: An OOFDM core switch model under IP over OOFDM [159]

To implement IP over OOFDM, a two-level hierarchical switching mechanism
is used in OOFDM core switches (see Fig. 1.18). The top switching level (i.e.,
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Wavelength-Selective Switch (WSS) module) switches wavelengths, whereas the
bottom switching level (i.e., sub-wavelength OOFDM module) switches subcarriers.
There are a number of dropped wavelengths from the WSS module to the OOFDM
module and some add wavelengths from the OOFDM module to the WSS module.

o local ingress/egress
switch. Each edge switch may be connected to a number of IP routers. Figure 1.18
shows the OOFDM module for the case that there are two wavelengths λ1 and λ2 in
the network (i.e., W 2).

ry format of user-
packets, bursts, and even
Fig. 1.18, it is assumed

that there are three slivers in each wavelength channel. For example, Slivers A, B,
and C inside wavelength λ1

Figure 1.18 presents the detailed architecture of the OOFDM module for two
wavelengths and three slivers in each wavelength. The following components can be
found in this architecture:

OOFDM receivers including Parallel Signal Detector (PSD), high-speed Ana-
log to Digital Converter (ADC), and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for the
functionalities such as QAM demodulation and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
computation.

Sliver input FIFOs for queuing of transparent bit stream.

Subcarrier switching fabric for multi-rate sliver switch supporting function-
alities such as subcarrier cut-through switching, subcarrier drop-and-continue
switching, and subcarrier multicasting switching as depic

Sliver output FIFOs for saving switched bit stream which is ready for optical
OFDM multiplexing/modulation.

OOFDM transmitters including DSP module for the functionalities such as
QAM modulation and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), high-speed Dig-
ital to Analog Converter (DAC), and Optical Modulator (OM).

It should be noted that a time-division multiplexing/multiple access (TDM/TDMA)-
based grooming switch (say SONET/WDM) can also be used as a subwavelength
switching mechanism. However, the proposed OOFDM switch architecture pro-

ealing with bandwidth
resource sharing. It utilizes DSP for subcarrier multiplexing and grooming combined
with adaptive transmission and parallel signal detection. In addition, each OOFDM
transmitter can dynamically modify its modulation/coding methods in order to deal

eover, adaptive load bal-
ancing can be obtained by mapping virtual topology to variab
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time. Besides, the OOFDM switch utilizes a receiver structure (i.e., PSD) that can
receive multiple non-overlapping baseband signals on the same wavelength simulta-
neously. Note that no more than one wavelength can enter a PSD. Finally, no global
synchronization and complicated multiplexing hierarchy are needed in the proposed
OOFDM switch [162].

1.6 Summary

Future Internet requires both bandwidth and QoS because of an ever-increasing num-
ber of Internet users and a growing number of real-time applications (such as video
on demand, voice over IP, IPTV, video conferencing, etc.) that require different lev-
els of QoS. This could be a problem when the network bandwidth is limited, when

have a uniform characteristic.
Different optical switching mechanisms in two versions of asynchronous and slot-

ted have been detailed in this chapter. Among the proposed switching schemes, the
ion. However, it is nei-

on-based schemes seems

The OPS as a contention-based switching scheme appears to pr
ularity compared with OCS and OBS. Combination of huge bandwidth offered by

in OPS can be a very good
candidate for future optical networks, for both metro and backbone networks.

Different aspects of OPS including OPS switch architecture, edge switch archi-
tecture, signaling in OPS, contention problem in OPS, and QoS in OPS have been
studied in this chapter. As mentioned, contention is the major problem in OPS net-
works. Unfortunately, many proposed architectures resolve the contention problem
in OPS by using immature optical buffering technology (usin
lines), which is expensive, complex, and bulky. In addition, optical buffering de-
grades the signal power of an optical packet, increases its delay, and makes its ar-
rival at its destination out of order. To reduce these problems, OPS core switches
should reduce using optical buffers for contention resolution. In addition, slotted

aring and can improve
the bandwidth usage. As stated, next generation optical networks must support the
applications that require different levels of QoS. Based on all the above discussions,
synchronized buffer-less all-optical packet-switched networking under the DiffServ

networks.
In short, since QoS support is a requirement for any next-generation network and

OPS networks are the promising next generation optical networks, this book will
provide a comprehensive review of handling QoS issues in OPS networks.

provide band-
width for connection demands, while reducing the network bandwidth wastage. Us-
ing the OOFDM technology, the novel elastic optical network architecture with
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d accommodating data rate
has been studied. Most of the current OOFDM network designs have focused on
connection-oriented networks, and therefore they can be a good replacement for
OCS networks. However, few works have considered packet-based networking un-
der OOFDM.
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